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Big village house for sale in a medieval village perfect to start a rural
tourism business or a hotel
184 m2

865 m2

10 rooms

5

8 parkings

garden

Situation
REGION
URGELL

PROVINCE
LLEIDA

ALTITUDE
434 meters m.

TYPE OF PROPERTY
Casa de pueblo

BARCELONA DISTANCE
100 Km.

DISTANCE TOWN
0 Km.

HIGHWAY DISTANCE
4 Km. A-2

SUPERFÍCIES
184 m2 TERRAIN
865 m2 BUILDING

DISTANCE POINT OF INTEREST
2,5 Km. Tàrrega

TRAIN OR BUS DISTANCE
2,5 Km. train / 0 Km. bus

WEATHER
CHARACTERISTICS
10 ROOMS, 5 Bathrooms, 8
PARKINGS

Characteristics
QUALIFICATION ENERGETIC
TERRAIN
Big terrace on the 1st floor
BUILDING FLOOR AREA
4 independent floors with a comon
staircase

TYPE OF TERRAIN
Terraza
FLOORS
4

BUILDING
piedra natural

ANTIQUITY
Siglo XVIII
CONSERVATION
Reform

G
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Description:
Big village house for sale located between 4 streets in one of the most emblematic medieval villages of the Urgell's region,
known by the potter tradition. Located inside the walled area and in an important square.
The house has been restored to a structural level giving protagonism to the natural light so it has been equipped with large
windows in the terrace area, some details of the original construction have been preserved as the slabs and the roof that are
new, and also the inner divisions, the wooden style pvc enclosures and the heating. Just is needed an interiors customization.
It has a large garden / terrace at the first floor which borders two streets. This big village house for sale is distributed as follows:

Ground floor: Entrance-hall, old stables, a wine cellar, a large garage for 8 vehicles or more and an engine room.
Firt floor: Independent apartment with several divisions and access to a 184 sqm large terrace.
Second floor: Independent apartment with several divisions and large terrace with panoramic views.
Third floor: Studio in attic style with wooden ceilings and fully inhabitable. It consists on a living room - kitchen, 2 bedrooms, 1
complete bathroom and a terrace.
This big village house for sale has great potential to start any type of business, due to its size and location. It is perfect for a
rural tourism business, a charming hotel, a restaurant or an artist's workshop.
UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY.
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The area

GENERAL CONDITIONS

LEGAL WARNING

Availability upon agreement. The information shown is offered by
third parties merely for information purposes and is assumed to be
correct. Our company does not guarantee its accuracy. The offer is
subject to errors, price changes, omission and/or withdrawal from
the market without prior notice. The property transfer, VAT, notary
and registry fees are payable by the buyer. Following Spanish law,
commission costs are payable by the seller.

In accordance with the provisions in Article 5 of Organic Law
15/1999 of December concerning Personal Data Protection, by which
the right to information when collecting data is regulated, we inform
you about the following matters: Personal data that you may provide
in this and other communications with you will be processed in the
files owned by NATURAL PROPERTY, S. L. The aim of this is to
properly manage the rendering of the service you have requested
from us. Furthermore, this information will not be transferred to third
parties, except for legally permitted cases. We also advise you of
the possibility of exercising the relevant rights of access,
rectification, cancellation and opposition, in accordance with the
provisions of Law 15/1999, with regard to NATURAL PROPERTY, S.
L., as owner of the file. The rights referred to can be exercised
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